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Goals for This Session
• To review non-profit structures
• To gain understanding of the generations within today’s
workforce and community
• To identify an organization’s most important asset
• To recognize that power lies within leadership to make a
difference
• To learn what an unstoppable team looks like
• To see a great non-profit model
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Non Profit Structures
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Organizational Tools
Bylaws

Constitution
Strategic Plan

Articles of Incorporation

Mission and Vision
Rules of Engagement

Conflict of Interest
Board and Staff Job Descriptions

Charters

Roberts Rules of Order

Policies and Procedures
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Organization Assets
vBoard Chair

CEO/Executive Director

Board of Trustees

Leadership Staff
Staff
Volunteers

Members

Community
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Best Board Chairs:
• Are an example to other board members;
• open the meeting with a positive tone
and end on time;
• are humble in understanding they don’t know everything about the
organization and community, and develop ways to learn;
• value staff, respect their input and welcome them at board meetings;
• partner with the CEO/executive director in supporting each other;
• lead board in engaging and supporting fundraising efforts; and
• demand respect for others in collaborative organizational roles.
6
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Best CEO’s and Executive Directors:
• Are able to inspire others (it all starts at the top);
• create and share a vision of purpose;
• are a presence within the community, and a face and
representative of the organization;
• don’t let short term obstacles get in the way of long term results;
• constantly pursue knowledge and information to guide them;
and
• are approachable, and create a culture of care and value for
staff.
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Today’s Teams
Silent Generation
Baby Boomer
Generation X
Generation Y
Millennial
Generation Z – i
Gen
Credit:workforce21c
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Western Cultural Generations
Silent Generation (2.3%)
Baby Boomer (25%)
–70

1925 – 1945

Ages 71 –91

1946 – 1964

Ages 52

Generation X (34%)

1965 – 1979

Ages 37 – 51

Generation Y – Millennials(35%)

1980 – 1995

Ages 21 – 36

Generation Z – iGen

1996 – 2010

Ages 6 – 20

Generation Alpha

2011 – 2025

Ages Birth-5

Note: data ranges may vary based on contributor. William Strauss and9
Neil Howe, Pew Research are main contributors.
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Labor Force Statistics 2016
5% 2%
26%

35%

32%

Silent 71-91
Millennial 21-36

Baby B 52-70
iGen 6-20

Gen X 37-51
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Silent Generation 1925 – 1945
• Less than 2% of Workforce
• Civic minded and loyal to employers
• Strong work ethic
• Good team players
• Don’t initiate conflict in workplace
• Less likely to change job to advance
career
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Boomer Generation

1946 – 1964

• 26% of Workforce
• Late 20’s when cell phones
arrived
• Less likely to respond to email
outside of work
• Keep phones on silent and put
away in professional situations
• Tend to dress more professional
• Workaholics
12
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Generation X

1965 - 1979
• 32% of workforce
• They value flexibility
• Think working hard is key
to getting ahead
• Enjoy working
independently
• More skeptical of authority
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Generation Y - Millennial

1980 - 1995

• Over 35% of the workforce and
growing
• Most educated generation in
history
• They want to feel they are doing
something that matters
• Don’t want bosses they want
coaches
• Don’t value routine meetings
• Like open offices for collaboration
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Generation Z – iGen

1996 - 2010

• Less than 5% of workforce
• Interested in volunteering to get work
experience
• Feel they will need to work harder
than previous generations
• Receive $16.40 a week in allowance
• Value structure and predictability
• Good on-line skills, less face to face
15
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Generation Everyone

• Valued and Appreciated
• Work Life Balance
• Mentorship
• Training
• Respected Boss
• Being heard and respected
• Flexible Schedules
• Innovation
• Fair Pay for skills and hours worked
• Education Benefits
• Retirement Benefit
• Education Benefits
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Sir Richard Charles Nicholas Branson
• Born July 18, 1950, in Surrey England
• An English business magnate, investor,
philanthropist and billionaire.
• As a youth he struggled with dyslexia and had
a hard Mme with studies in school.
• He found success that started at age 16 as an
entrepreneur.
• He founded the Virgin Group, which controls
more than 400 companies in 30 countries.
• He established Airline Virginia AtlanMc in 1984
and today is working on being earths space
17
airline, Virgin GalacMc Voyages.

Entrepreneur
• 1966 - At 16 he started a youth
culture magazine called “Student”.
• 1969 - Started a mail-order record
company called Virgin.
• 1973 - launched Virgin Records
• 1980 – established Voyager Group
and then in 1984 Airline Virginia
Atlantic.
• 1987 - crossed Atlantic in Hot Air
Balloon, 1991 crossed the Pacific.
18
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Virgin Galactic Air
2013 - he started
focusing on Virgin
Galactic, they feel
they are well on the
way to being earths
space airline.
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Employees – Greatest Asset
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Retention
§ It is said that it costs about $25,000 to replace a
millennial when they leave.
§ To retain your staff you must provide development,
training, and opportunity for advancement.
§ To keep them within your organization, you must create
a place they want to stay.
21
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Study by Gallup in 2013
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Top Down Management

Those at the top
need to invest in
their managers,
and value them.
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Bottom Up Management
Managers have to
make sure they
see everyone
from the janitor up
as a resource and
an important part
of the team.

24
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What Employees Need From Managers
• For them to lead by example
• Frequent Communication
• Facilitate mentoring between
age groups
• Develop training programs and
educational opportunities
• Offer different work set ups and
flexibility
• Clear Expectations
• Awareness of Mission and
Purpose
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Hard and Soft Skills
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Unstoppable Team
A team that is valued and cared about and is positioned
to make a difference in society and understands the
mission and vision of their organization.
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“Employees who believe that management is
concerned about them as a whole person, not
just an employee, are more productive, more
satisfied, more fulfilled. Satisfied employees
mean satisfied customers, which leads to
profitability or successful outcomes.” – Anne
Mulcahy
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When I Work for the Best Non Profits:
• I feel valued in the organization;
• I have confidence in the leadership;
• I like the type of work that I do;
• I can trust what this organization tells me;
• my job makes good use of my skills and abilities;
• and the organization provides the technology, equipment
and resources I need to do my job well.
*Non-Profit Times
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Best Non Proﬁt to Work For 2016
Team Rubicon
44 Employees

Started 2010
with 8 people
as a part of
Haiti relief
efforts.
thenonproﬁTmes.com

30
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Team Rubicon
• Jake Wood, CEO pushes employees to consider work life
balance and take a personal day or two after a busy period
• Created a buddy system with new hires, to integrate them
into the culture
• Developed a quarterly “Teddy Award” for staff
• Created paperless processes
• Occasionally cater an early dinner to get people to socialize
around the office, including movie nights on-site
*Non-profit Times
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All For One and One For All
“All the members
of a group support
each of the
individual
members, and the
individual
members pledge
to support the
group” - by the
nineteenth-century
French author Alexandre
Dumas.

Thank You!
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Questions???
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